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COOPERATIVE TEAMBUILDING 
ACTIVITIES!

Find a spot Group Juggle

Jig Saw Add to it!

Task Cards 
(Blindfold Jigsaw, Amazing Rising Pole, Hands-free, Team 

Web)

Beat Sheets Flip it

Cheerleader
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ADD TO IT 
Jump Partner

Jump 4X (4 counts)

Grapevine Partner

Grapevine R then L (8 counts)

Skate Partner

Step together with R foot, then L foot. Repeat (8 counts)

Hip Partner

Touch R hip, L hip, R glute, L glute, clap 2X, “Raise the Roof” 2X (8 

counts)

Backward Walk Partner

Walk backward 4 steps, counting “1-2-3-4”  (4 counts)



FIND ANOTHER SPOT
“GET TO KNOW YOU” 

A fun and active game, Find Another Spot takes quick thinking. Have a 

everyone stand on a spot in a circle (there will be one less spot then 

students). The person without a spot stands in the middle and tells their 

name, then calls out a characteristic, trait, like-dislike, etc. that describes 

them (example: has traveled outside the state at any point in their life, 

have a pet, etc. ). For example, the person may call out, “ Anyone who like 

sushi!” All the students who like sushi  must  find another spot, but not 

one immediately to their right or left. The person in the middle races to 

grab a spot and the person left standing becomes the next caller in the 

middle. 

When people move spots it must be at least 2 spots over.



GROUP JUGGLE



TASK 
CARDS
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BEAT SHEETS

• The Beat Sheet concept is an original idea from Dave 

Senecal- PE Palooza as a method for developing dance 

skills in an easy and fun way. 

• It promotes students to see how important teamwork is and 

how they need to focus on performing the rhythm together. 



FLIP IT ( FUN WARM UP)

Developed by Gopher

Two Teams

Objective:  in 1 minute how many 

cups can you flip so your team’s 

color is on top. 

Run, walk, jog, skip, use as many 

locomotor movements as possible.



CHEERLEADER



CREATE YOUR OWN TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY

Challenging activity, I do this with my 8th graders at the end of our unit

Give groups ~20-25 minutes to come up with a challenging small group activity ( I allow Ipad 

use)

The catch: The activity should be one that the group believes it can do better than any other 

group!

Then all groups come together and take turns to present their activity.

Groups earn points if:

No other group can beat them at their activity (+2)

Can do another group's activity (+1)

Be warned: This is harder than it sounds - requires all elements of team work including 

creativity, communication, trust, problem-solving, time management, etc.

To help groups succeed, the facilitator checks in with the progress during planning. Help 

with ideas or problem-solving strategies if the group is struggling.

Encourage creative out-of-the-box thinking e.g., singing, dancing, non-verbal, as well as 

physical and mental-type challenges.



FREE RESOURCES FOR YOU!

SPARK Webinars
Go to sparkpe.org and register today!

SPARK eNewsletter
Go to sparkpe.org and sign up today!

SPARK Grant Finder
Go to sparkpe.org and find a grant today!

Standards Alignment
See how Sportime Featuring SPARK aligns with national 

and state content standsards at sparkpe.org!
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